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FRIBIS Annual Conference 2022: Basic Income & Development

The FRIBIS Annual Conference on Basic Income & Development will take place in
Freiburg, Germany from 10 to 12 October 2022 (the program is now available
online). FRIBIS cordially invites all interested persons to participate. Accommodation
and travel costs must be borne by the participants but there will be no registration
fee for the conference. Please register using the registration form on our website.

Sanktionfrei’s final report on the Hartz Plus study has been
released

The Sanktionsfrei NGO commissioned the
Hartz Plus study, which was conducted from
February 2019 to February 2022. Members of
FRIBIS's Sanktionsfrei Team participated in
this study and FRIBIS contributed to its
funding. Now, the final report on the study
has been published (in German).
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Crisis and Transformation

The 21st Congress of the Basic Income Earth
Network (BIEN) will take place in Brisbane,
Australia from 26 to 28 September 2022. Its
focus will be on the question “What can basic
income offer in a time of crisis and
transformation?” Several members of FRIBIS
will be participating as speakers at the
congress. For more information, click here.

Now on YouTube: On the ethics of UBI – Enno Schmidt talking to
Karl Widerquist (video interview)

Prof. Karl Widerquist, a philosopher and
economist at the Qatar campus of
Georgetown University, spent the first half of
2022 as a visiting professor at the Götz
Werner Chair at Freiburg University. In this
interview with Enno Schmidt he identifies
what he considers to be the most important
aspects of the ethics of Universal Basic
Income and explains why he covers this
topic with his students.

Workshop: Universal Basic Income’s Social-Ecology? Theory and
Evidence revisited

The FRIBIS team UBITrans revisits Universal
Basic Income theory and evidence on its
contested social and ecological
consequences. As a kick-off event to their
lecture series on this topic (2022/23),
UBITrans is hosting a one-day workshop on
October 25, 2022. Learn more here.
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